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Abstract
In part I of this work, meshfree Galerkin methods have been used for the approximation of
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in Eulerian or arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian for-
mulation. The problem of stabilization of meshfree methods is addressed there. Analogously,
in the meshbased context, the finite element method is frequently used in similar stabilized
formulations for the simulation of flow problems. In order to combine the advantages of both
methods, different coupling techniques are examined in this part of the work. Standard cou-
pling approaches are modified in order to fulfill the requirements for a reliable stabilization
found in part I of this work. The resulting stabilized and coupled meshfree/meshbased flow
solver employs the comparatively costly meshfree Galerkin method only where it is needed—
i.e. in areas of the domain, where a mesh is difficult to maintain—, and the efficient meshbased
finite element method in the rest of the domain. This enables the solution of complex flow
problems, as thus involving large deformations of the physical domain and/or moving and
rotating obstacles.
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1 Introduction
Stabilized meshbased methods have developed to be standard tools for the simulation of flow prob-
lems [9, 21, 22, 50], they enable efficient and reliable approximations of the differential equations in
fluid flow. However, in certain applications, for example in the presence of large geometric defor-
mations of the boundary or rotating and moving obstacles—situations which may frequently occur
in the context of fluid-structure interaction problems—, the maintenance of a conforming mesh
may be almost impossible. Different elaborate techniques have been developed to deal with these
problems in the meshbased context: the fictitious domain [5, 20] and fictitious boundary meth-
ods [47], techniques employing overlapping grids [8, 23, 43, 49]—also called Chimera methods—,
sliding mesh techniques [1, 2], level-set methods [40], or standard arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) formulations with frequent remeshing [36].
A different way to handle complex flow problems is to employ a comparably new and innovative
class of methods, which enables the approximation of partial differential equations based on a set
of nodes, without the need for an additional mesh. These meshfree methods (MMs) [3, 13] are
generally able to solve problems where meshes bring up difficulties. However, these methods are
comparably time-consuming, especially in Galerkin settings, which limits their usefulness in the
simulation of challenging real-life problems.
Therefore, we couple meshfree and meshbased methods in order to use meshfree methods only
in small parts of the domain, where they are needed because a mesh may be particularly difficult
to be maintained there, and use standard meshbased methods in the rest of the domain. For this
purpose several coupling approaches have been proposed e.g. in [4, 24, 35]. The coupling approach
of Belytschko et al. [4] employs ramp functions for the blending of the meshfree and meshbased
parts of the domain. It is restricted to first order consistency, very similar versions of this approach
are found in [7, 32]. The approach of Huerta et al. [24] considers the contribution of the finite
element shape functions in the computation of the meshfree shape functions. Also higher-order
coupled shape functions may be obtained with this technique. The bridging scale method of
Liu et al. [35] may also be used to couple meshfree and meshbased shape functions. However,
this approach requires meshfree and meshbased shape functions everywhere in the computational
domain, thereby not reducing the computational effort of the coupled formulation. Hence, it is
not considered here.
Coupling meshfree and meshbased methods has also been performed with the aim to combine
other advantages of both methods. It may be desirable to introduce the favorable characteris-
tics of meshfree methods with respect to continuity [31, 33], adaptivity [12], enrichment [28, 29]
etc. Methods like the Generalized Finite Element Method [44, 45], Partition of Unity Finite El-
ement Method [37] and hp-clouds [10, 11, 39] may also be considered as hybrids of meshfree and
meshbased methods, as they combine ideas from both areas.
For both, the meshbased and meshfree parts of the domain the weak form of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in Eulerian or ALE formulation [27] are approximated. This is standard
for meshbased methods—where it would be almost impossible to take the Lagrangian viewpoint
and maintain a conforming mesh throughout the flow simulation—and is also applied for the
meshfree part in order to make the coupling as straightforward as possible. The Eulerian and
ALE viewpoint requires stabilization, which is discussed in detail in part I of this work [18], see
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also [15, 17]. There, it has been shown that standard stabilization methods may be applied to
meshfree methods as well, however, with a careful choice of the stabilization parameter τ which
weighs the stabilization. Only small dilatation parameters of the meshfree shape functions justify
the use of standard formulas for τ .
In the context of coupled meshfree/meshbased shape functions it is found that the standard
coupling approaches of [4, 24] require modifications, see also [14, 16]. The approach of Huerta et
al. [24] is modified in a way that smaller dilatation parameters of the meshfree shape functions are
possible, being more suitable for stabilization. The approach of Belytschko et al. [4] is modified
slightly such that the shape functions are more regular in the transition area where meshfree
and meshbased functions are coupled, which is also advantageous for stabilization. The resulting
stabilized and coupled formulation is validated and successfully applied to a number of test cases.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section 2 the meshfree and meshbased shape functions are
defined. Standard bi-linear finite element shape functions and moving least-squares (MLS) shape
functions are employed. The next section describes the governing equations of incompressible,
instationary flows in strong and SUPG/PSPG-stabilized weak form. Section 4 starts with a
review of various coupling approaches with different emphases. Then, the approaches of [4] and
[24] are described. The modifications in order to obtain coupled shape functions that are more
suitable for stabilization are introduced. In section 5 the success of the stabilized and coupled
formulation is shown starting with a convergence test of the one-dimensional advection-diffusion
equation using the different coupling approaches. Then, the coupled formulations are applied to
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The fluid solver is validated with two standard test
cases, and applied to a problem involving a moving and rotating object. All test cases show that
the coupled approximations have the same order of convergence as pure FEM calculations, and
that reliable and accurate solutions are obtained with the modified coupling approaches. Section
6 ends this paper with some conclusion.
2 Meshbased and Meshfree Shape Functions
FEM approximations may be written in the following form
uh (x) =
∑
i∈IFEM
NFEMi (x)ui =
(
NFEM (x)
)T
u, (2.1)
where NFEM (x) are the finite element shape functions of the nodes in IFEM. The shape function
of a node consists of contributions of element shape functions in the surrounding elements of that
node, therefore, it is often convenient to define shape functions element-wise. The element-wise
interpolation in an iso-parametric element is [26]
uhi (x) =
nen∑
I=1
NFEM,elI (x)uiI , (2.2)
where nen is the number of nodes per element. The functions N
FEM,el
I are standard bi-linear finite
element shape functions [51].
For the meshfree part, the shape function are computed with the MLS technique [30] as briefly
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described in part I of this work [18], a detailed discussion may be found in [3, 13]. The MLS
approximation is
uh (x) =
∑
i∈IMLS
NMLSi (x)ui =
(
NMLS (x)
)T
u (2.3)
with
(
NMLS (x)
)T
= pT (x) [M (x)]−1B (x) , (2.4)
M (x) =
∑
i∈IMLS
w (x− xi)p (xi)pT (xi) , (2.5)
B (x) =
[
w (x− x1)p (x1) . . . w (x− xn)p (xn)
]
, (2.6)
where NMLS are the meshfree shape functions corresponding to the nodes in the set IMLS.
w (x− xi) is a Gaussian like weighting function which is defined on small supports Ω˜i around
each node. These supports are defined by the dilatation parameter ρi and define directly the
support of the resulting MLS functions. p (x) is a complete polynomial basis and depends on the
dimension and the desired consistency of the MLS functions. Throughout this paper linear con-
sistency is considered in two dimensions, hence p (x) = [1, x, y]. This enables the MLS functions
employed as shape functions in a Galerkin weak form to find linear solutions exactly.
3 Governing Equations
The instationary, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are considered in velocity-pressure for-
mulation. Let Ω and (0, T ) be the spatial and temporal domain, then
%
(
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u− f
)
−∇ · σ = 0, on Ω× (0, T ) (3.1)
∇ · u = 0, on Ω× (0, T ) , (3.2)
where u are the velocities and % is the density. The stress tensor σ is defined as
σ = −pI+ 2µε (u) , with ε (u) = 1
2
(
∇u+ (∇u)T
)
,
where p is the pressure and µ the dynamic viscosity. The initial condition is given as u0 = u (x, 0),
∇·u0 = 0, and the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are applied along complementary
subsets of the boundary of Ω, Γg and Γh, as
u = g on Γg, (3.3)
σ · n = h on Γh. (3.4)
The test and trial functions for the velocities and pressure are from the sets
Shu =
{
uh
∣∣uh ∈ (H1h)nd , uh = gh on Γg} , (3.5)
Vhu =
{
wh
∣∣wh ∈ (H1h)nd , wh = 0 on Γg} , (3.6)
Shp = Vhp =
{
qh
∣∣ qh ∈ H1h} , (3.7)
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where nd is the number of space dimensions and H1h is a finite dimensional space built by the set
of shape functions. Time integration is performed with a Crank-Nicholson scheme, see e.g. [9].
According to part I of this work [18], the meshbased FEM and meshfree MLS functions are
applied to the SUPG/PSPG stabilized weak form of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
in two dimensions. The GLS-stabilization is not considered because in part I it turned out that
this formulation leads to slightly more diffusive results. The approximation of the weak form of
the SUPG/PSPG stabilized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in ALE formulation may be
stated as follows [46]: find uh ∈ Shu and ph ∈ Shp such that∫
Ω
wh · %
(
∂uh
∂t
+ u¯h · ∇uh − fh
)
dΩ+
∫
Ω
ε
(
wh
)
: σh
(
uh, ph
)
dΩ+
∫
Ω
qh∇ · uhdΩ
+
nel∑
e=1
∫
Ωe
τ
(
u¯h · ∇wh + 1
%
∇qh
)
·
[
%
(
∂uh
∂t
+ u¯h · ∇uh − fh
)
−∇ · σh (uh, ph)] dΩ
=
∮
Γh
wh · hhdΓ ∀wh ∈ Vhu, ∀qh ∈ Vhp . (3.8)
According to the ALE technique [27], the advection velocity u is changed to u¯ = u−χ, where χ
is the mesh velocity.
It is important to note that the meshbased bi-linear finite element shape functions are only C0-
continuous in Ω. However, stabilization terms introduce second order derivatives, therefore, the
stabilization influence is considered in element interiors only (
∑∫
Ωe
). It may be shown that this
restriction influences the consistency of the formulation (e.g. stabilized diffusion terms are largely
under-represented [6]), eventually degrading the order of convergence in certain applications [25].
In contrast, meshfree shape functions may easily be constructed to have any desired order of
continuity and second derivatives are well defined everywhere in Ω. Then, the expression
∑∫
Ωe
may simply be replaced by
∫
Ω
.
The second line of (3.8) represents the stabilization. It consists of perturbation terms multiplied
with residual forms, weighted by the stabilization parameter τ . The choice of suitable τ is a crucial
aspect for the success of a stabilization [42]. In part I of this work [18] it is discussed in detail
which formulas for τ may be used in a meshfree context. It is found that only for small dilatation
parameters of the meshfree shape functions standard formulas for τ , derived in a meshbased
context, are suitable. Herein, the following formula for τ [42] is used for the purely meshbased
and meshfree shape functions, as well as for the coupled shape functions:
τ = 1
/√√√√( 2
∆t
)2
+
(
2
∥∥uh∥∥
h
)2
+
(
4ν
h2
)2
. (3.9)
There is a close similarity to the coth-formula used for the stabilization of the stationary Navier-
Stokes equations in part I, see also [15]. The parameter h is a measure of the support of a shape
function. It is either the element length he for the meshbased shape functions or the support
length hρ for the meshfree shape functions. For suitable choices of he see e.g. [38], and for hρ see
part I of this work [18].
6
4 Coupling
Coupling meshfree and meshbased methods has been realized in many different ways. The aim is
always to combine certain advantages of each method. We find the following examples:
Continuity: Meshfree shape functions may be constructed to have any desired order of continuity,
see e.g. [13]. In contrast, meshbased shape functions are often only C0-continuous in the
domain. The construction of higher-order continuous finite element shape functions in multi-
dimensions poses serious problems, see e.g. [31]. With the aim to construct element shape
functions with any desired order of continuity, Li, Liu et al. introduce the Reproducing
Kernel Element Method, see [33] and [31].
Adaptivity: The absence of a mesh in meshfree methods is advantageous for adaptive strategies.
Only nodes have to be added or removed where desired, without the need to keep a con-
forming mesh. In [12], Fernande´z et al. make use of this fact and introduce meshfree areas
in a FEM domain where adaptivity is desired.
Enrichment: The enrichment of the approximation space with certain functions may drastically
improve the convergence properties of a numerical method. This is comparably easy possible
with some meshfree methods such as the generalized finite element method (GFEM) [44, 45],
partition of unity finite element method (PUFEM) [37] and hp-clouds [10, 11, 39]. These
methods combine ideas from the FEM and MMs. More direct approaches for coupling
meshfree and meshbased methods for enrichment may be found in [24, 35].
Meshing: In problems involving large geometry deformations, moving boundaries, or moving and
rotating objects, maintaining of a conforming mesh is often very difficult. Furthermore, the
costs for frequent remeshing—which may even fail in complex geometric situations—are not
negligible, and projection errors between the meshes are introduced [28]. Thus, it may be
desirable to employ meshfree shape functions in parts of the domain, where a mesh causes
problems, and meshbased shape functions in the remaining area. Coupling approaches for
meshbased and meshfree shape functions may be found in Belytschko et al. [4], in Huerta
et al. [24], and in Liu et al. [35, 48]. Other ways are shown in [28, 29]. The meshing aspect
is closely related to connectivity: Sometimes the connectivity of the nodes in parts of the
domain changes during runtime (e.g. in case of a rotating object), then it may be desirable
to use meshfree shape functions there, because they compute the connectivity at run-time,
in contrast to meshbased methods which define the connectivity a priori with a mesh.
Computational effort: Meshfree shape functions are comparably expensive to compute. The
functions are of a highly non-polynomial character, which makes integration in a Galerkin
setting demanding. Large numbers of integration points are necessary, and at each integra-
tion point a small system of equations (M (x)) has to be built up—including a neighbour
search—and inverted in order to determine the meshfree shape functions. The computation
of the shape functions’ derivatives involves matrix-vector operations whose costs are not
negligible. Therefore, it is often desirable from a computational viewpoint to use meshfree
shape functions as little as possible. Consequently, the aim is to employ meshfree shape func-
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FEMΓ MLSΓ
ΩFEMΩFEMΩel ΩH=
ΩMLS
ΩH
Figure 1: Decomposition of the domain into ΩFEM, ΩMLS and Ω?.
tions where their properties are desirable—according to any of the previous aspects—and
meshbased shape function in the rest of the domain.
Here, the aim is to develop a coupled meshfree/meshbased fluid solver which is able to simulate
complex flow phenomena including large geometry deformations and moving and rotating obsta-
cles. Therefore, the meshing aspect together with the consideration of the computational effort is
important. Thus, the approaches of Belytschko et al. [4] and Huerta et al. [24] for coupling mesh-
based and meshfree shape functions may be chosen. The approach in [4] employs ramp functions
in the transition area between the purely meshfree and meshbased parts of the domain, whereas
the approach in [24] modifies the consistency conditions of the MLS procedure considering the
contributions of the finite element shape functions in the transition area. We do not consider
the approach of [35, 48] (bridging scale method), as there—due to continuity requirements—the
coupling may only be performed for meshfree and meshbased shape functions defined everywhere
in the domain, not leading to reduced computational cost.
4.1 Preliminaries
For a coupling of meshfree and meshbased shape functions, the domain Ω is decomposed into
disjoint domains Ωel and ΩMLS, with the common boundary ΓMLS. The domain Ωel is discretized
with standard quadrilateral finite elements. The union of all elements along ΓMLS is called the
transition area Ω?, so that Ωel may further be decomposed into the disjoint domains ΩFEM and
Ω?, connected by a boundary labeled ΓFEM; clearly ΩFEM
⋂
ΩMLS = ∅. This situation is sketched
in Fig. 1.
Throughout this paper, consistency of first order is fulfilled by the set of meshbased, meshfree
and coupled shape functions. This results in the ability of reproducing linear solutions exactly.
4.2 Coupling with Consistency Conditions
The coupling approach of Huerta et al. [24] considers the contributions of the meshbased FEM
shape functions in the computation of the MLS shape functions by modified consistency conditions;
see [13] for an alternative deduction of this coupling approach. The resulting coupled set of shape
functions is consistent up to the desired order.
In the original approach [24], FEM nodes are placed in the standard way in the elements inside
ΩFEM, however not in Ω?\ΓFEM. The corresponding meshbased shape functions of the FEM nodes
remain unchanged, and the coupling is considered only in the meshfree shape functions. Meshfree
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Figure 2: Shape functions of the coupling approach of Huerta in the original [24] and modified
version.
nodes with corresponding supports Ω˜i may be arbitrarily distributed in ΩMLS and Ω?. Then, the
meshbased and meshfree shape functions for the nodes are computed as follows:
FEM: Ni = NFEMi ∀i ∈ IFEM,
MLS: Ni = NMLSi ∀i ∈ IMLS,
coupled: Ni =
(
pT (x)−∑j∈IFEM NFEMj (x)pT (xj))
[M (x)]−1 w (x− xi)p (xi) ∀i ∈ I?,
(4.1)
with
IFEM =
{
i
∣∣xi ∈ ΩFEM} , (4.2)
IMLS =
{
i
∣∣∣Ω˜i ⊂ ΩMLS} , (4.3)
I? =
{
i
∣∣∣Ω˜i⋂Ωel 6= ∅} . (4.4)
In words, IMLS is the set of meshfree nodes whose supports are fully inside ΩMLS, and I? is the
set of MLS nodes that have supports overlapping with elements. NFEMi are the standard bi-linear
finite element shape functions, and NMLSi are the standard MLS functions, defined in section
2. Fig. 2 shows the sets IFEM, IMLS and I? and displays the resulting shape functions of this
approach in a section of a one-dimensional domain with a regular node distribution around the
transition area Ω?.
Modification Instead of keeping the FEM shape function unchanged inside the transition area
as in the original approach, one may additionally place meshfree nodes at the FEM node positions
along ΓFEM and superimpose the two shape functions at these nodes. That is, IFEM reduces to{
i
∣∣xi ∈ ΩFEM \ ΓFEM}, and for the nodes along ΓFEM we define
coupled: Ni =
(
pT (x)−∑j∈IFEM NFEMj (x)pT (xj))
[M (x)]−1 w (x− xi)p (xi) +NFEMi ∀i : xi ∈ ΓFEM.
(4.5)
The right part of Fig. 2 shows the resulting shape functions of the modified approach of [24].
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The important advantage of this modification is that smaller dilatation parameters are possible
(although in this figure ρi = 2.9∆x has been taken for both approaches). For example, in the
original approach and a regular distribution of nodes in one dimension, one finds that in case of
linear consistency for the regularity of the matrixM (x), dilatation parameters of ρi > 2.0∆x are
required [24]. This follows from the requirement for the regularity of M (x) [24, 34] that
card {xj |w (x− xj) 6= 0 ∀j ∈ I ′} ≥ k = dim (M) , (4.6)
with I ′ = IMLS
⋃
I?, which near the boundary ΓFEM can only be fulfilled with ρi > 2.0∆x.
In contrast, with the modified approach the nodes along ΓFEM are added to I ′, hence I ′ =
IMLS
⋃
I?
⋃{
i
∣∣xi ∈ ΓFEM}, and thus ρi > 1.0∆x are sufficient for linear consistency. This holds
analogously in multi-dimensional domains and is an important advantage for the reliable stabi-
lization of (non-linear) partial differential equations. This has been discussed in detail in part I of
this work [18], see also [15, 17].
4.3 Coupling with a Ramp Function
In the approach of Belytschko et al. [4], meshfree and meshbased shape functions for the nodes i
are computed and defined independently and coupled with help of a ramp function R (x). FEM
nodes are placed in Ωel, in contrast to the coupling approach of [24], where they are placed in
ΩFEM only. Meshfree nodes with supports Ω˜i are distributed arbitrarily in Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS and may
also be included inside ΩFEM. The latter will only affect the shape functions inside Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS,
i.e. MLS nodes with Ω˜i ⊂ ΩFEM have no influence at all. Belytschko et al. [4] define the ramp
function as follows:
R (x) =

0 , x ∈ ΩFEM
1 , x ∈ ΩMLS∑
i∈I N
FEM
i (x) , x ∈ Ω?, I =
{
i
∣∣xi ∈ ΓMLS} , (4.7)
i.e. it varies monotonically between 0 and 1 in Ω?. The linear consistency of the resulting set of
meshbased, meshfree and coupled shape functions is maintained [4].
The shape functions are defined as follows:
FEM: Ni = NFEMi ∀i ∈ IFEM,
MLS: Ni = NMLSi ∀i ∈ IMLS,
coupled: Ni = [1−R (x)]NFEMi +R (x)NMLSi ∀i ∈ I?,
(4.8)
with
IFEM =
{
i
∣∣∣xi ∈ ΩFEM, Ω˜i ⊂ ΩFEM} , (4.9)
IMLS =
{
i
∣∣∣Ω˜i ⊂ ΩMLS} , (4.10)
I? =
{
i
∣∣∣Ω˜i⋂Ωel 6= ∅} . (4.11)
The resulting shape functions are shown in the left part of Fig. 3. One may note that meshfree
nodes inside ΩFEM have an undesirable influence in Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS, leading to a numerically awkward
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Figure 3: Shape functions of the coupling approach of Belytschko in the original [4] and modified
version.
form of the shape function (dashed line in Fig. 3). Especially in the context of stabilization, it
is neither clear from a mathematical viewpoint nor from an empirical viewpoint how to choose
suitable stabilization parameters for these shape functions, see [15].
Modification In order to avoid these numerically awkward shape functions, this approach is
modified slightly. The meshfree nodes are restricted to the area Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS. The resulting shape
functions are then (for sufficiently small dilatation parameters) suitable to motivate the use of
standard stabilization parameters [15]. Consequently, a reliable stabilization is obtained. The
resulting shape functions of the modified coupling approach of [4] are shown in the right part of
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 compares the sets IFEM, IMLS and I? in the different versions of the coupling approaches
in a two-dimensional domain. It may be seen that the difference between the original approaches
from [24] and [4] are that FEM nodes in the former publication are distributed in ΩFEM only,
whereas in the latter FEM nodes are in Ωel = ΩFEM
⋃
Ω?. Furthermore, MLS nodes are restricted
to ΩMLS
⋃
Ω? in the approach in [24], but may be distributed everywhere in Ω in the approach of
[4] (however, influence will only be in Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS). The difference between the modified versions
and the original versions are as follows: In the case of the coupling of [24], MLS nodes are also
distributed at the FEM nodes along ΓFEM and are superimposed according to (4.5). In the case
of the coupling in [4], the MLS nodes are restricted to Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS only, because MLS nodes in
ΩFEM may show an undesirable influence in Ω?
⋃
ΩMLS.
Remark 1 In Figs. 2 and 3 it can be seen that the coupled shape functions are only C0-
continuous along the boundary ΓMLS. It is easily possible to construct shape functions that are
C1-continuous there and, consequently, restrict C0-continuous shape functions to the area ΩFEM.
This can be achieved in the approach in [24] by replacing the bi-linear element shape functions
in Ω? by standard Hermitian C1-continuous element shape functions [51]. The consistency of the
resulting set of coupled shape functions is still ensured due to the modified consistency conditions
of this approach. In the coupling approach of [4] C1-continuity along ΓFEM can be achieved by
using C1-continuous ramp functions in Ω?. Again, Hermitian element shape functions may be
used. Fig. 5 shows the resulting C1-continuous shape functions and compares them with the C0-
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Figure 4: Differences between the sets IFEM, IMLS and I? in the original and modified coupling
versions. The grey circles show the supports Ω˜i of some MLS nodes.
continuous case. Clearly, only the shape functions in Ω? are effected by the modifications. It is
interesting to note that in our own numerical studies the higher order of continuity does not lead
to superior results, therefore, throughout this paper only C0 continuity along ΓFEM is fulfilled by
the shape functions.
5 Numerical results
5.1 One-dimensional Advection-Diffusion Equation
The aim of this section is to show that the same order of convergence is obtained with all coupling
approaches. The obtained convergence of order 2 in the L2-norm is equivalent to purely meshbased
computations with linear finite elements only. The test case is defined as follows. The one-
dimensional advection-diffusion equation
c
∂u (x)
∂x
−K∂
2u (x)
∂x2
= f, x ∈ (0, 1) ; c, K ∈ R (5.1)
in SUPG-stabilized weak form [6] is approximated, with f = 2cpi cos (2pix) + 4Kpi2 sin (2pix),
c = 10, K = 1 and boundary conditions u (0) = u (1) = 0. The exact solution is u (x) = sin (2pix).
Throughout the convergence test, the ratio of the domains is kept constant at ΩFEM : Ω? : ΩMLS =
6 : 1 : 6, which may be seen in the left part of Fig. 6. The right part shows the convergence results
for the two original and modified coupling approaches of [4] and [24] respectively. The rate of
convergence remains the same as in pure FEM computations. As expected, the higher rates of
convergence often achieved for a pure MLS approximations are not observed, which is in agreement
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Figure 5: Comparison of C0 and C1 continuous shape functions along ΓMLS in the modified
coupling approaches.
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Figure 7: a) Driven cavity test case with domain decomposed into ΩFEM, ΩMLS and Ω?, b)
discretization with 41× 41 FEM and MLS nodes, c) absolute velocity and streamlines.
to [4, 24].
5.2 Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations
5.2.1 Driven Cavity Flow
The driven cavity test case is a standard benchmark for fluid problems. Reference solutions are
given in [19]. A flow inside a quadratic domain Ω = (0, 1)×(0, 1) with no-slip boundary conditions
on the left, right and lower wall develops under a shear flow applied on the upper boundary until
a stationary solution is reached. Fig. 7 gives an outline of the problem and shows a discretization
with 41 × 41 nodes. The modified coupling approaches are applied, in order to enable the use of
small dilatation parameters of ρi = 1.3∆x. For a Reynolds number of Re = 1000 convergence may
not be reached for dilatation parameters ρi ≥ 2.0∆x, underlining the importance of the modified
coupling versions.
The results of both approaches are almost identical for this test case and therefore, only the
result for the coupling approach in [24] is shown. Fig. 8 shows results for the unknowns u, v and p
over the domain Ω; it may be seen that the meshfree and meshbased parts fit smoothly together.
In Fig. 9 the convergence against the reference solution along the vertical center velocity profile
is shown, and coupled results are compared with the pure FEM solutions. The ΩMLS holes are
placed such that the center profile directly cuts through them. In between the MLS nodes in the
figures, linear interpolation has been applied for simplicity. One may see that coupling does not
adversely affect the solution.
5.2.2 Cylinder Flow
The channel flow around a cylinder has been developed as a test case e.g. in [41]. The cylinder
is placed slightly unsymmetrically in y-direction of the channel. For sufficiently high Reynolds
numbers, the well-known Ka´rma´n vortex street develops behind the cylinder. A quasi-stationary
solution is obtained. Reference solutions are given for the lift and drag coefficients cL and cD of
the cylinder. Fig. 10 shows a sketch of the Ka´rma´n vortex street, the discretization by FEM and
MLS nodes and the development of cD and cL in time until a periodical solution is obtained.
In the left part of Fig. 11, the results for the drag and lift coefficient obtained with the
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Figure 10: Cylinder test case at Re = 100, a) the Ka´rma´n vortex street, b) discretization of Ω, c)
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Figure 11: The left part compares the different modified coupling approaches and the pure FEM
solution for ∆t = 0.005, the right part shows the convergence in time of the coupled approaches.
modified approach of [4] and [24] and the pure FEM computation are compared (∆t = 0.005).
The horizontal lines show the limits, in which the exact value for the maximum of cD and cL lie
[41]. One may again see that the results are quite close together. The drag coefficient is slightly
improved with the coupled approaches, the coupling approach of [24] achieves somewhat better
results than the approach of [4]. Both are slightly better than the pure FEM computation. Results
for the lift coefficient are almost indistinguishable, i.e. the drag coefficient turns out to be more
sensitive.
The right part of Fig. 11 shows the dependence of the drag and lift coefficient on the time
step ∆t. The Strouhal number St = DvmT , with the diameter D = 0.1 of the cylinder, the average
inflow from the left with vm = 1 and the time T for 2 periods of the curve of cD (equals 1 period
of the curve of cL), are displayed in the figure as well. A clear convergence against the reference
Strouhal number of 0.295 ≤ St ≤ 0.305 may be seen and the amplitudes of the drag coefficient
improve.
5.2.3 Flow around a Rotating Obstacle
The previously described test cases verified the coupled fluid solver. However, they do not take
advantage of the beneficial properties of this approach. The following test case replaces the cylinder
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Figure 12: a) Problem statement of the rotor test case, b) and c) show the discretization and d)
different rotor geometries.
of the previous test case by a rotating obstacle. A problem statement can be seen in Fig. 12a), the
corresponding discretization with the meshfree and meshbased part in b) and c). One rotation is
completed after 1 time unit. No-slip boundary conditions are applied on the walls and on the rotor
surface, a parabolic velocity profile is prescribed at the inflow, and at the outflow traction-free
boundaries are set. The coupling approach of [24] is applied as it performs somewhat better in
the previous test cases.
Standard meshbased methods fail to give results due to the distortion of the mesh which must
follow the rotation. However, this is no problem with the coupled fluid solver, where the rotating
inner mesh and the stationary outer mesh are separated by a meshfree area. The mesh velocities
of the inner mesh are considered with the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) technique [27].
Fig. 13 shows vorticity results for different angles α of the two-wings rotor. In Fig. 14 the resulting
momentum around the center of the rotors in dependence of the angle α of the inner mesh are
shown, the geometries of the different rotors may be seen from Fig. 12d).
6 Conclusion
In the two parts of this work stabilized and coupled meshfree/meshbased methods have been
established. Meshbased bi-linear finite element shape functions are coupled with meshfree moving
least-squares functions. The Eulerian or ALE viewpoint has been taken for the formulation of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. This is standard for meshbased methods and is also used
for the meshfree part to enable a straightforward coupling. Thus, stabilization is required which
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has been discussed in part I of this work [18].
In this part different coupling ideas for meshfree and meshbased methods are reviewed. Herein,
coupling is performed in order to make profit of the beneficial features of meshfree methods in
complex geometry situations where conforming meshes are difficult to maintain, limiting the use
of purely meshbased methods. The increased computational effort involved in using meshfree
methods is minimized by coupling meshfree and meshbased shape functions, and using meshfree
methods only in small parts of the domain where they are needed.
Standard coupling approaches for coupling meshfree and meshbased shape functions are de-
scribed and modified such that the resulting shape functions are more suited for stabilization.
This is a crucial aspect, because meshfree methods for stabilized, non-linear problems require
special attention, see also [15, 17]. It is found in the numerical results that the modified coupling
approach of Huerta et al. [24] achieves slightly better results than the approach of Belytschko et
al. [4]. It should also be noted that using the coupling approach of Huerta et al. has the advantage
that coupled shape functions with any desired order consistency can be obtained. Thus, higher
order convergence of the coupled meshfree/meshbased simulations may be easily achieved by using
higher order finite element shape functions and enriching the basis vector in the MLS procedure.
A convergence test for a one-dimensional test case shows that the coupled approaches presented
herein with linear consistency achieve the same order of convergence than purely meshbased linear
FEM calculations. The coupling approaches are then used for the solution of the two-dimensional
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The coupled fluid solver is verified with standard test
cases and is employed to solve a flow around a moving and rotating obstacle, showing the straight-
forward usability of this approach to complex flow problems.
We conclude that coupled FEM/MLS approximations are a very promising tool for the simu-
lation of complex flow problems as they for example arise in fluid-structure-interaction problems.
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